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Openfoam Programming
One of the most relevant capabilities of OpenFOAM the possibility of creating new solvers and
features, required for specific needs, which are done with Programming. You can find below a list of
tutorials that covers Programming in OpenFOAM.
Programming - OpenFOAM Wiki
Before doing so, it is worthwhile addressing the concept of language in general terms to explain
some of the ideas behind object-oriented programming and our choice of C++ as the main
programming language of OpenFOAM.
OpenFOAM v6 User Guide: 3.1 Programming language
1 Chapter 1: Why reactingFOAM ? reactingFOAM is (one of the simpler) reacting flow solvers of
OpenFOAM. Understanding how this particular code works in a line by line manner, gives an idea
not just of this particular solver but also the general programming techniques employed in
OpenFOAM.
OpenFOAM guide/Introduction to OpenFOAM Programming, A ...
Programming CFD: OpenFOAM programming that utilizes the unlimited flexibility of open source
software. Developing maintainable CFD tools using OpenFOAM coding standards with C++. From
the leaders of the OpenFOAM project and creator of OpenFOAM. 100% open source.
Programming CFD | OpenFOAM Programming Course | CFD Direct
In the previous tutorial, we learned how to program a basic solver from scratch (the convectiondiffusion equation). In these slides, we cover how to add a passive scalar (or the convectiondiffusion equation) to the solver icoFoam.
Programming4 - OpenFOAM Wiki
OpenFOAM is the leading free, open source software for computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
OpenFOAM is the leading free, open source software for computational fluid dynamics (CFD), owned
by the OpenFOAM Foundation and distributed exclusively under the General Public Licence (GPL).
OpenFOAM | Free CFD Software | The OpenFOAM Foundation
Browse the extended code guide to see how OpenFOAM operates under-the-hood. As an open
source code, users can directly see how the code is written and learn how the functionality is
implemented. The extended documentation provides descriptions for many aspects of the code,
including:
OpenFOAM® Documentation
OpenFOAM (for "Open-source Field Operation And Manipulation") is a C++ toolbox for the
development of customized numerical solvers, and pre-/post-processing utilities for the solution of
continuum mechanics problems, including computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
OpenFOAM - Wikipedia
Overview : programming in OpenFOAM Programming in OpenFOAM OpenFOAM can best be treated
as a special programming language for writing CFD codes. Much of this language is inherited from C
(basic I/O, base variable types, loops,
OpenFOAM Programming the basic classes - ccp-wsi.ac.uk
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